
F R O N T E L E V A T I O N (Elevation A, faces the road, faces north)

S I D E E L E V A T I O N (Elevation B, faces Park Farm farmhouse, faces east)

R E A R E L E V A T I O N (Elevation C, faces south)

S I D E E L E V A T I O N (Elevation D, faces west)
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First floor room
above here

Different coloured brickwork indicates original
openings infilled or modified in size.
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The barn is of brickwork construction with a built up purlin and rafter
roof supported on the masonry and three timber roof trusses. The
floors are concrete at various levels and slopes and there is
extensive concrete yard coverings around the building
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F R O N T E L E V A T I O N (Elevation A, faces the road, faces north)

S I D E E L E V A T I O N (Elevation B, faces Park Farm farmhouse, faces east)

R E A R E L E V A T I O N (Elevation C, faces south)
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Dining room

Hallway

Cloakroom/WC

Openings shown like this have been partially or completely infilled by brickwork
and will be re-opened to their original size to maximise light into the building.

Previously infilled door opening to be re-instated.

Door openings re-formed to accommodate windows
in a style sympathetic to their original purpose.

Very small existing opening enlarged.

Large single door opening and nearby window opening combined and
brickwork below the window taken down to provide doors to the gardens.

Existing window opening enlarged and re-formed to form a double door
opening

Existing openings reduced in height.

This is a new opening.

All openings in the walls shown on this elevation are
original.
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A Bedroom French doors reduced in width, chimneys
replaced with twin walled flues.

10.2.2017

B

B Bedroom French doors put back to original width,
balcony guarding placed in the opening reveal
instead of on the wall face.

24.2.2017



If there is not any masonry below floor/ground level in these
door openings in the external walls then excavate for an infill

foundation. Cast a 450mm wide x 150mm thick C20 concrete
foundation and raise common brick/blockwork to the

proposed new finished floor level ensuring any masonry above
ground level is bonded in facing brickwork.

All internal blockwork walls off new 450mm wide x 200mm thick
C20 strip concrete foundations founded on good load bearing
ground at least 750mm below FGL in sand or 750mm in clay.

If there is not any masonry below floor/ground level in these
door openings in the internal walls then excavate for an infill

foundation. Cast a 450mm wide x 200mm thick C20 concrete
foundation and raise common brick/blockwork to the proposed

new finished floor level.

C20 concrete pad foundation to the dimensions shown and 200mm thick to carry the internal
chimney breast and part of the weight of the chimney stack and liners. Pad founded on good
load bearing ground at least 750mm below FGL in sand or 750mm in clay. Same for the other
two fire places.

Foundations, new masonry and modified openings.

1 1

2

1 Remove the existing barn doors and frames. Infill the opening below and above the proposed window with
two sections of 75mm x 50mm timber frame partition, one for the outer brickwork leaf and one for the inner.
The external leaf partition will be positioned such that the surface finish of the cladding will be just behind the
face of the wall to allow for a bead of sealant between the cladding and the brickwork. Clad the external
leaf partition with a vapour permeable slaters membrane secured to the frame with horizontal 25mm x
50mm tanalised battens and 65mm galvanised nails. Fix vertical tanalised V jointed boarding to drip onto a
cill piece fixed across the bottom of the framing. See detail to the right. The inner leaf partition will be
positioned such that the finished surface of the insulated internal cladding runs through flush with the finished
surface of the wall each side. In practice that will mean lining the inner face of the partition up with the inner
face of the battens supporting the insulation products to be used on the masonry walls and carrying those
insulation products across the timber framing. Bespoke cottage style timber windows will achieve a whole
frame/light/glazing U value of 1.60W/m2K, or better. The windows will have heads and jams of sufficiently
large timber sections that they are not buried by the insulated head and side reveal finishes specified.
Opening lights, in combination with other windows, or doors in the same room, will be at least 5% of the floor
area in total. Provide controllable, insect screened window head trickle ventilators of at least 8000 square
millimetres equivalent free area per room.

2 As for openings described in 1 above except that the window goes to the top of the opening, no infill
framing required above the window.

3 3 3 3 3

3 These openings have been reduced in height in the past with the addition of brickwork to the cill. Remove
existing windows and the additional brickwork to return the openings to their original sizes. Install bespoke
cottage style timber windows as described in 1 above.

4

4 This proposed door opening is presently a window. Remove the infill brickwork to return it to a door opening.
Remake the external brickwork reveals such that only faced, not cut, brick ends shown in the reveals. Install a
timber frame and door of the style shown on the drawing. The frame head and stiles will be of sufficient
timber section that they do not get burried by the insulated finishes to be applied to the internal head and
reveals. The frame/door/glazing should achieve an aggregated U value of 1.80W/m2K, or better. Safety
glazing to BS 6206. Five lever mortice sash lock to
BS 3621.

5

5 This is an existing double door opening. Remove the existing frame and barn doors and install new bespoke
timber rebated double glazed French doors to the pattern shown on the drawing. Thermal performance,
safety glazing and locks as described in 4 above.

6

7

7 This window opening is presently in-filled with brickwork. Remove the infill and install a bespoke cottage style
timber window, specifications as described in 1 above. External brickwork reveals to be remade as
described for the doorway in 4 above, such that only faced, not cut, brick ends show into the reveal.
Contractor to check what lintels are present and if necessary install or replace with appropriate Catnic, or
similar, pressed steel lintel(s) suitable to carry the first floor structure and roof over the opening.

8 Remove the glass blocks window, take down the brickwork below to reform the opening to accept a door
and frame all as described in note 4 above.

9

9 This is an existing door opening. Remove the heavy metal clad sliding door and door gear, infill the bottom
of the opening with matching construction and install a window, as described in other notes.

10

10 As existing this is a combination of openings with two separate lintels spanning three different door openings.
One of the lintels is supported on vertical steel stanchions, the other, a concrete beam is supported on
masonry. The opening has been partially in-filled with brickwork at one side. The masonry above is to be
carefully and safely propped. The existing doors and frames, lintels and supporting stanchions and the
partial infill brickwork are to be removed and a new lintel installed. The lintel will be to the design prepared
by Diadem Structural Consultants Ltd, that is a 254mm x 102mm x 28kg universal beam with an 8mm thick
mild steel plate welded to the bottom flange to carry the outer leaf brickwork. Provide minimum 200mm
end bearings and 30 minute fire protection with one layer of 15mm Knauf Fire Panel plaster board and
3mm skim coat to exposed surfaces of the lintel. The multi folding door set will be in materials and colour of
the clients choice. It will achieve a whole frame/door/glazing aggregated U value of 1.80W/m2K, or better.
Safety glazing throughout. The prevent any deflection/bending in the lintel interfering with the operation of
the doors I would suggest a 10mm gap is left between the door head rail and the underside of the lintel.
The door head, if required, can be fixed to the lintel with presses steel straps that will control flexing in the
door assembly but allow movement in the lintel. Advice of the door suppliers/installers to be sought and
followed.
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11

11

11

11

12

11 These are existing openings with the remains of timber window frames in them and also partially in-filled with
glass bricks. The frames and infill are to be removed and new bespoke cottage style timber window frames
are to be installed. Window thermal and ventilation performance as described in 1 above. The windows will
have heads and jams of sufficiently large timber sections that they are not burried by the insulated head
and side reveal finishes specified.

12 This is an existing door opening. Remove the heavy timber clad sliding door and install a new bespoke
timber door and frame of the pattern shown on the drawing. Door thermal performance, safety glazing and
locks as described in 4 above. Contractor to check what lintels are present and if necessary install or
replace with appropriate Catnic, or similar, pressed steel lintel(s) suitable to carry the first floor structure and
roof over the opening.

Internal blockwork wall demolished and removed.

New internal walls are 100mm blockwork off new strip
concrete foundations described elsewhere. 100mm

polythene DPC at floor level/minimum 150mm above
finished ground level. 140mm deep pre-stressed

concrete lintels above door openings with 150mm end
bearings. Where the roof trusses cross the walls provide

900mm long 140mm deep pre stressed concrete
lintels as pad stones. Tie the new internal walls to the
existing external/internal walls with stainless steel wall
starters fixed in accordance with the manufacturers

instructions. Provide a 150 vertical polythene DPC
between the wall starter and the existing wall to

prevent dampness penetration. Finish the walls both
sides with 12.5mm plaster board on adhesive dabs.

All floors to be broken out and replaced with insulated
concrete floor structures. Minimum 65mm 1:4

cement/sharp sand screed, (may have to be more or
a different mix or a different material altogether if under

floor heating is proposed - heating system
suppliers/installers advice to be sought. 125mm C25

concrete slab with one layer A193 mesh at centre
depth. 1200 gauge Visqueen, or equivalent DPM onto

80mm Celotex GA4000, or equivalent, insulation with
boards tightly butted together and sealed with self

adhesive foil tape. The DPM will unite with DPCs where
present or will project up the wall to above finshed floor

level between the brickwork and applied insulations.
Minimum 150mm sulphate free hardcore compacted

in layers not exceeding 150mm at a time.

All floors to be broken out and replaced with insulated
concrete floor structures. Minimum 65mm 1:4

cement/sharp sand screed, (may have to be more or
a different mix or a different material altogether if under

floor heating is proposed - heating system
suppliers/installers advice to be sought. 125mm C25

concrete slab with one layer A193 mesh at centre
depth. 1200 gauge Visqueen, or equivalent DPM onto

80mm Celotex GA4000, or equivalent, insulation with
boards tightly butted together and sealed with self

adhesive foil tape. The DPM will unite with DPCs where
present or will project up the wall to above finshed floor

level between the brickwork and applied insulations.
Minimum 150mm sulphate free hardcore compacted

in layers not exceeding 150mm at a time.

New openings formed with two 140mm deep
pre-stressed concrete lintels over, minimum 150mm

end bearings.

Existing opening modified, new 140mm deep
pre-stressed lintels over with 150mm end bearings.

Wall removed, internal brickwork of the front and rear walls made good before final
insulating finishes applied.

The central wall supports the timber roof purlins. Install two new steel roof
purlins to go the complete width of the opened up space. 50mm lintel runner
secured to the top flange of the purlins with M10 coach bolts at 800mm
centres on alternate sides of the web.

Opening in-filled with two leaves of blockwork or
brickwork off, if required, a strip foundation as

described elsewhere. New work block bonded into
existing.DPC at floor level. Wall finish as described

elsewhere for other existing internal walls.

Opening in-filled with two leaves of blockwork or
brickwork off, if required, a strip foundation as

described elsewhere. New work block bonded into
existing.DPC at floor level. Wall finish as described

elsewhere for other existing internal walls.
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254 x 102 x 28kg Universal beam lintel with 8mm plate
welded to bottom flange.

254 x 102 x 28kg universal beam lintel to support the
floor joists at mid span. Cleated joint with the door lintel.

13 All existing internal walls will be finished with 12.5mm plaster board and skim on 25mm x 50mm tanalised
battens at 600mm centres screw fixed to the masonry through 100mm wide vertical DPC.

13

13

13

13

13

14 All external walls will be finished with 12.5mm plaster board and skim over 60mm Celotex GA4000 insulation
bats fixed to 25mm x 50mm tanalised battens at 600mm centres screw fixed to the masonry through
100mm wide vertical DPC. Use long drywall screws. Seal all insulation board joints with self adhesive foil tape.

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14
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Interlinked mains powered combined smoke and heat alarms with battery back up.

12

Amendment has made note 6 redundant.

8

7

25 x 50mm tanalised battens screw fixed to the wall at b400mm centres to carry the insulation.
Polythene DPC between the batten and the wall.

60mm Celotex GA4000 insulation, or equivalent fixed to the battens. Seal all board joints with
self adhesive foil tape. Finish with 12.5mm plaster board fixed through into the battens with long
drywall screws and then 3mm skim coat. Alternatively a composite insulation/plaster board
laminate could be used, but they tend to be significantly more expensive than separate
components. Materials will be installed in strict accordance with the manufacturers instructions.

Existing solid 230mm (and 330mm) brickwork construction.

Outer leaf 75 x 50mm partition framing in-filling the opening. Clad with a vapour permeable
slaters membrane secured to the framing with horizontal 25 x 50mm tanalised battens fixed
with 65mm galv steel nails. External finish of vertical tanalised 20mm V jointed board. Seal
against the brickwork with a silicone sealant colour matched to the board finish.

Inner leaf 75mm x 50mm framing in-filling the opening will be set with its inner face flush with
the inner face of the battens supporting the solid wall internal insulation, as shown. Internal
insulation and wall finishes will run seamlessly from the masonry wall to the partition frame infill.

20mm Celotex TB4000 insulation, or equivalent, fixed to the underside of the framing and
finished with 12.5mm plaster board and 3mm skim coat. Use the same method on the vertical
brickwork reveals ensuring the insulation and plaster board are mechanically fixed. Ensure the
head and jambs of the bespoke timber windows are of sufficient width that they do not get
buried by the wall finish.

Bespoke timber cottage windows will achieve a whole frame/light/glazing U value of
1.60W/m2K, or better. Opening lights, (in combination with other windows if more than one an
a room), will be at least 5% of the floor area of the room served. Any glazing within 800mm of
finished floor level will be safety glazing to BS 6206.

Cill in material and finish of the clients choice will be fixed through a layer of 20mm Celotex
TB4000 insulation, or equivalent.

Outer and inner leaf infill partition framingand external and internal finishes as described
above.

Machined hardwood timber cill section with rebated drip fixed to the face of the outer leaf infill
timber framing. The sarking membrane cladding the framing will turn onto the top of the cill
piece to discharge any water it may collect, but will be trimmed so that it does not show below
the bottom of the timber cladding, as shown. The vertical V jointed timber cladding will be cut
chamfered at the bottom to encourage water to trip from the bottom edge onto the cill. Finish
the cut edges of the board before installation.

Skirting board in the style of the clients choice fixed in the best way possible to the
insulation/plaster board/battens. Either use long, slim drywall screws all the way through to the
battens or use plugs and screws just into the plaster board and insulation. If the secon method
back up with an adhesive between the board and plaster.

Polythene DPC

Replacement insulated floor. Minimum 65mm 1:4 cement/sharp sand screed, (may have to
be more or a different mix or a different material altogether if under floor heating is proposed -
heating system suppliers/installers advice to be sought. 125mm C25 concrete slab with one
layer A193 mesh at centre depth. 1200 gauge Visqueen, or equivalent DPM onto 80mm
Celotex GA4000, or equivalent, insulation with boards tightly butted together and sealed with
self adhesive foil tape. The DPM will unite with DPCs where present or will project up the wall to
above finshed floor level between the brickwork and applied insulations. Minimum 150mm
sulphate free hardcore compacted in layers not exceeding 150mm at a time.

Existing brickwork, or if not present across openings then new masonry
to infill off a new 450mm x 150mm C25 concrete foundation.
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New opening formed with Catnic CN71A lintel over. 150mm minimum end
bearings and 30 minute fire protection to exposed parts of the lintel. The

bespoke cottage style timber window will achieve a whole frame/light/glazing U
value of 1.60W/m2K, or better. The window will be suitable as a means of

escape, that it it will have an opening light at least 450mm wide and at least
450mm high with a total area of 0.3 square metres. To achieve this this window

may need a single full width opening light or if divided into two separate lights
then a flying central mullion. Controllable insect screened ventilation of at least

8000 square millimetres free area.

All external walls will be finished with 12.5mm plaster board and skim over
60mm Celotex GA4000 insulation bats fixed to 25mm x 50mm tanalised

battens at 600mm centres screw fixed to the masonry through 100mm wide
vertical DPC. Use long drywall screws to fix the plaster boards/insulation. Seal all

insulation board joints with self adhesive foil tape.

All existing internal masonry walls will be finished with 12.5mm plaster board and
skim on 25mm x 50mm tanalised battens at 600mm centres screw fixed to the

masonry through 100mm wide vertical DPC.

780mm wide x 980mm long centre pivot roof windows installed in complete
accordance with the manufacturers instructions, complete with appropriate
flasing kits and other installation accessories that may be available from the

chosen manufacturer. Windows to achieve a whole frame/light/glazing U value
of 1.60W/m2K, or better. Double rafters spiked together each side of each

window. make joints between rafters and trimmers with nail on galv steel
hangers.

All partitions and eaves walls will be from 75mm x 50mm sawn carcassing or
63mm x 38mm CLS with studs at 400mm centres and horizontal rails and

noggins at maximum 1200mm vertical centres. Eaves walls , which are against
cold spaces, will be insulated with 60mm Celotex GA4000, or equivalent,
between the frames and 25mm Celotex TB4000, or equivalent across the

inside face of the frames. The 60mm between frames insulation will be a snug
fit to ensure it cannot fall out into the eaves space. Finish with 12.5mm plaster

board and 3mm skim coat. All other partitions will have Rockwool Flexi acoustic
insulation between the frames and will be finished both sides with 12.5mm

plaster board and 3mm skim coat.

Staircase and landing guarding in materials of the clients choice, constructed
and installed to meet the requirements of Approved Document K. There will be

2000mm clear headroom over the full length of the flight. Risers will be in the
range 150mm to 220mm and goings will be between 220mm and 300mm
with two risers plus one going falling in the range of 550mm to 700mm. The

pitch of the flight will not exceed 42°. There will be a robust guarding at least
900mm high at the side(s) of the staircase and on the landing. On the staircase

the guarding will incorporate a handrail. The guarding will be constructed in a
manner such that there are no gaps in it that will allow the passage of a

100mm diameter sphere and so that it is not readily climbable by children.

Fabricated steel frames to the design produced by Diadem Structural
Consultants Ltd to allow removal of the diagonal brace at this side of the three

roof trusses. , (Frame shape shown elsewhere on this sheet). The trusses will be
modified while the roof covering is off the building. Before removing the timber

brace from the truss support the bottom chord on acrow props and temporarily
brace the rafter section off the bottom chord either with 100mm x 50mm

timber braces or with 18mm plywood plates screw fixed to both faces of the
truss.Frames installed in accordance with the instructions in Diadem Structural

Consultants calculations, use the specified bolts at the specified spacings.
Contractor and client to discuss final treatment of the steel frames, that is
whether to attempt to hide them behind timber or plastered cladding to
simulate additional members of the truss, or whether to feature them as

necessary industrial architecture, (paint finish).

Replacement lighter slate, or slate like roof covering, on a reconstructed roof
structure. The existing structure is not adequate to remain on a building that is

intended after conversion to provide accommodation to animals that are not
cattle. The rafters are near their span limit considering their irregular spacing,

particularly at the rear of the barn beyond the last truss. The quite slender
timber purlins, (only 175mm x 75mm) are well over their span limit for their

spacing. The roof will be re-built to the roof plan specification shown elsewhere.
The new roof covering will be Marley Eternit Rivendale fibre cement slates

installed in complete accordance with the manufacturers instructions. Slates
will be fixed to gauge with stainless or galvanised nails to 25mm x 50mm

tanalised battens. use copper disk rivets to secure the lowwer edge of each
slate to the two slates below. The slating battens will be fixed with galvanised

nails to 25mm x 50mm tanalised counter battens fixed through a vapour
permeable slaters membrane. (The counter battens are required to give an
airspace between the slaters felt and the underside of the slating battens to

permit the method of roof slope insulation being used) . The slaters membrane
will have 150mm horizontal laps and two rafter bay vertical laps.

This truss is installed two bricks higher than the other two trusses. When the roof
structure is off it is to be dropped down and installed at the same level. The

ends of the bottom chord of the truss have been cut off at an angle to allow it
to fit up tight below the roof covering. This should not have any impact on

dropping the level of the truss, the bearing will remain the same and the load
with the new roof covering will probably be less, but if preferred the end of the

truss could be repaired with timber added and then plated both sides with
18mm plywood glued and screwed on.

Form a new opening to receive a folding doorset. Remake the external
brickwork reveals such that only faced, not cut, brick ends show in the reveals.

Catnic CN71A lintel above with 150mm end bearings and 30 minute fire
protection to areas of lintel exposed to the room. The inward folding doorset will

be in material of the clients choice and will be installed in complete
accordance with the manufacturers instructions. Safety glazing throughout to

BS6206. The guarding to the opening will be in materials and style of the clients
choice and will be securely fixed to the masonry using the methods and fixings
recommended by the manufacturer. The guarding will stand at least 1100mm

above finished floor level and will be constructed and fixed in a manner such
that anyn gaps in it will not allow the passage of a 100mm diameter sphere

and so that it is not readily climbable by children.

C-C

GENERAL.

Storage, handling and fixing of all materials is to be in strict accordance with
the instructions/recommendations of the manufacturers. All work to be carried
out in accordance with the Building Regulations, British Standard Codes of
Practice and British Board of Agrement Certificates in force at the time of
construction. All work to be inspected at the appropriate time and to be to the
approval of the Local Authority Building Control Department or other appointed
inspecting authority.
.

Great effort is made to ensure the fullest information relating to the project is
presented and that it is complete, consistent and error free - but mistakes can
occur. The contractor is to read and take account of all information presented
in the drawing(s) and any associated documents, (steelwork calculations,
insulation calculations, etc;) and any errors, omissions or inconsistencies are to
be brought to the attention of the author.

Methods of construction are not described in 'nail by nail' detail, it is expected
that competent, conscientious contractors are aware of common methods
and will implement them properly or if in doubt will seek further information or
advice. There is a wealth of manufacturers information on usage and methods
for their materials available on the web at the touch of a smart phone or tablet
keypad.

If the client or contractor choose to commence work before this specification
has been checked and granted building regulations approval then they do so
at their own risk.

The Party Wall Act 1966 places a legal duty on the owners of buildings to inform
all adjoining neighbours if they intend to carry out building works covered by
the act. Details of the requirements of the act can be found in an explanatory
booklet here.

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_partywall_explain_booklet.pdf

CDM - CONSTRUCTION DESIGN and MANAGEMENT.

For domestic construction projects the client duties placed by the Construction
(Design and Management) Regulations 2015 normally pass to the contractor,
who must take on the legal duties of the client in addition to their own as
contractor. In practice,this should involve little more than what they normally do
in managing health and safety risks.

CDM places a duty on the designer when preparing designs to eliminate,
reduce or control foreseeable risks that may arise during construction and the
maintenance and use of the building once built. I will not visit the site during
construction so my ability to eliminate, control or reduce risks during
construction is extremely limited, however I can identify general risks associated
with this project, (indeed most projects), and risks specific to this project.

During construction :-

General

Working without appropriate PPE.
Falling into open excavations.
Falling from height.
Being struck by items falling from height.
Lifting.
Injury from site plant or equipment.
Injury from delivery vehicles and/or mounted handling equipment.
Electric shock.

Specific

Demolition, lifting and removal of large areas of concrete.
Use of motorised machinery inside the building to achieve the
above demolition, (inadequate ventilation).
Modification of the roof trusses, insertion of heavy steel frames.
Keeping roof trusses safely upright during re-construction of the roof.
Installation of the (lightweight) steel roof purlins onto the trusses.
Man handling heavy floor joists, if solid timber joists are selected.
Unusually large and deep excavations for the sewage treatment
plant installation.

During maintenance and use once built :-

None apparent.

CDM also places a duty on the designer to provide information to other
members of the project team to help them fulfil their duties. I am not sure what
further information they might require for this project over and above that
presented in this specification, but my telephone number, email and postal
addresses are in the title block of each drawing.

All three chimney stacks, where they show outside the building, will be
constructed in facing brickwork to match that of the building as closely as

possible. Flues will terminate in a chimney pot of the clients choice. The point
at which products of combustion discharge to the air will be at least 1000mm

above the chimneys intersection with the roof slope, at least 2300mm
measured horizontally to the nearest point on the roof slope and at least

1000mm above any opening into the building within 2300mm. These will be
class one flues capable of receiving the products of combustion from a wood

burning or multi-fuel device. See notes elsewhere regarding construction of
hearths and flues.

Fix 115mm high capacity/deep flow gutters set to falls to discharge through
68mm diameter downspouts to the surface water gullies shown on the

drainage plan.

5' bed

6' bed

5' bed

5' bed

Master bedroom

Guest bedroom

Bedroom three

Bedroom four

C-C

SANITARY WARE .

Sanitary ware will be to the clients choice. The installations layouts shown here
are illustrative only, but the likely hood is the limited headroom below the
sloping ceilings in these rooms will limit the installation options to something like
that shown. The direction of span of the deep floor joists and the availability of
the eaves spaces along each side of the roof should facilitate plumbing of
water supplies, wastes and soil pipes.

WASTE WATER .

WC's will discharge through 100mm diameter uPVC pipework. Horizontal runs
will be set to 1 : 40 falls, as best as site conditions will allow, and will be retrained
with appropriate clips at intervals of about 900mm. Vertical sections will be
clipped at no greater than 1500mm intervals and at the base will discharge to
a drainage rest bend. Bossed entries into soil and vent pipes will be made with
regard to the limitations on positioning set out in Approved Document H Section
1 - Sanitary pipework.

Kitchen/utility room sinks and appliances and bathroom baths and shower trays
will discharge via 76mm deep seal anti vac traps to 40mm diameter solvent
weld or push fit wastes. Bathroom basins and bidets similar but to 32mm
diameter wastes. The wastes will be laid and securely supported or clipped to
falls of
1 : 40-60 to promote good flow and prevent ponding in the pipes. If wastes are
combined then the waste downstream of the junction will be 50mm diameter.
If wastes discharge to a gully then they will do so below the grating.

HOT AND COLD WATER .

The hot and cold water supply installation and storage system will comply with
all parts of Approved Document G that apply. The installation will meet the
Water Efficiency requirements set out in section G2 of Approved Document G.
Notice of calculated potential consumption of wholesome water per person
per day should be give to the building control body overseeing construction
within 5 days of completion.

Mains cold water is plumbed to the building. If the main is lead replace it with
alkathene. Wholesome or softened wholesome cold water will be distributed to
the locations in the building requiring using copper or plastic pipe of a
diameter appropriate to the end use and the distances involved. There will be
a non return valve before the first branch after the main stop tap to prevent
any chance of reverse feeding contaminated water back into the supply.
Provide isolation valves to all appliances to facilitate repair and maintenance.

Hot water will be supplied by a large unvented cylinder, but no greater than
500 litres or 45kW input power, installed in a location of the clients choice.
Installation will be in accordance with the requirements of Approved
Document G section G3. In particular the installation will be designed,
constructed and installed to resist the effects of temperature and pressure that
may occur in normal use or in the event of such malfunctions as may
reasonably be anticipated. The hot water cylinder will incorporate precautions
to prevent the temperature of the stored water exceeding 100°C and ensure
that any discharge from safety devices is safely conveyed to where it is visible
but will not cause a danger to persons in or about the building. The hot water
cylinder will have at least two independent safety devices as well as the
thermostat provided to control the temperature of the water in the cylinder.

The hot water supply temperature to a bath should be limited to 48°C by the
incorporation of a blending valve or other appropriate temperature control
device..

WINDOWS, ROOF WINDOWS & EXTERNAL DOORS.

All glazing to BS6206 and ADK.

Bespoke cottage style timber windows to clients choice of the size and style
shown on the drawing. All windows combined are to have opening lights of at
least 5% of the floor area of the room in which they are located. (Doors count
towards this 5% requirement). Windows will achieve a whole frame/light/glazing
U value of 1.60W/m2K, or better. Glazing in critical locations, that is within
800mm of the floor or within 300mm of the side of a doorway, (see ADN
Section 1 Diagram 1), should break safely if it breaks, (laminated), be robust,
(laminated or toughened), or in small panes, or be permanently protected.
Windows that are in a room requiring a secondary means of escape *, that is
any first floor accommodation room or any room that can only be accessed
through another room), will have a clear opening area of at least 0.33 square
meters with a minimum height and width of 450mm and with the lower edge
of the opening area no more than 1100mm above the floor. The window
providing the means of escape should allow the escaping person to reach a
place free from danger from fire.

*Note - this project has two first floor rooms where roof windows are the only
means of accessing light and ventilation, but their position in the roof means
they will not qualify as a secondary means of escape. Approved Inspectors Ltd,
who will be undertaking building control for the project, have advised that
provided there are heat sensors in high risk areas, as well as the interconnected
smoke alarms,that will be adequate in lieu of the missing escape windows.

Bespoke timber doors to clients style choice of the size shown on the drawing.
Doors will achieve a whole door/frame/glazing U value of 1.80W/m2K, or better.
All glazing in doors or in side screens within 300mm of the edge of the door will
break safely if it breaks, (laminated), be robust, (laminated or toughened), or in
small panes, or be permanently protected. Doors will be draught stripped and
fitted with robust locks.

Roof windows achieve a whole frame/light/glazing U value of 1.60W/m2K.
Windows will be installed in complete accordance with the manufacturers
instructions and will incorporate installation accessories where appropriate. (In
the event that Velux roof windows are installed that includes items such as
underfelt collars, insulation collars, and vapour barriers). Contractors are to
ensure that all small cavities between the roof construction and the roof
window frames are insulated, no cold bridges.

All windows and doors are to be installed and sealed in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions and if appropriate using proper ancillary materials
such as proprietary flashing kits. French doors will, ideally, be fitted with effective
friction stays or hooks so that they can be secured against blowing shut and
causing injury.

MULTI-FUEL APPLIANCE

The multifuel or wood burning stoves are to be installed in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions and are to comply with all aspects of Approved
Document J that apply to the type of appliances installed.

In particular:-

There must be sufficient air admitted to the building to enable proper
combustion of the fuel and the satisfactory operation of the flue. The
manufacturers recommendations for the type, size and location of the air
supply openings must be implemented or if no guidance is given should
comply with the recommendations made in ADJ Section 2.

A constructional hearth should be made of a robust, non combustible material
such as concrete a minimum of 840mm square and 125mm thick , including
the thickness of any non combustible floor surface. It must be capable of
supporting the weight of the appliance and flue, if the flue is not supported by
other means. The appliance must stand on a non combustible surface that
extends 150mm beyond each side of the appliance and 300mm beyond the
front of the appliance. The edge of the hearth should be clearly marked, a
requirement most easily achieved by raising it above the general floor level.
See ADJ Section 2 paragraphs 2.23 to 2.28. Depending on the proximity of the
hearth to surrounding walls and the position of the appliance upon the hearth
the wall behind the appliance/hearth needs to be protected from the heat
generated by the appliance as described in ADJ Section 2 diagram 2.14.

The products of combustion must be safely discharged to open air via a
suitable flue. The manufacturers recommendations for the type and size of flue
should be observed. There are many ways of constructing a class one flue, one
of the most common being the use of socketed clay or concrete flue liners.
Liners will be raised off either a commercially available gathering assembly or
off a cast on site, or even cast in situ, reinforced concrete registration slab.
Liners will be installed socket uppermost and will be sealed together with
gunned on fire cement. Spaces between the liners and surrounding brickwork
chimney will be filled with vermiculite or other suitable fire resisting insulating
material.

An alternative form of flue is an insulated twin walled type such as Selkirk STC
twin walled chimney. Twin walled flues are usually independent without any sort
of enclosure, however, there is no reason a twin walled flue can not be
enclosed within a brickwork chimney stack. Although a little more expensive
than clay or concrete liners they are easy to install and are available in longer
straight lengths. Because they are already insulated the vermiculite required
around clay and concrete liners is not required.

The flue should terminate at least 1000mm above the weathering surface of
the roof and at least 2300mm measured horizontally from the weathering
surface of the roof. The flue chimney pot should be fitted , as a minimum, with
a rain cap, but if necessary with a more elaborate cowl that will encourage
draw and resist blowback.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION.

Power and lighting is to be altered and extended to suit the clients
requirements. All electrical work to be designed, installed, inspected and tested
by qualified electrician(s) or a competent person, examples of whose past
work have been inspected, tested and approved by one of the competent
person scheme members. Members include 'National Inspection Council for
Electrical Installation Contracting' (NICEIC), 'The Electrical Contractors
Association' (ECA), 'The Electrical Installation Self Assessment Scheme' (ELECSA).

Fixed internal lighting.

In the areas affected by the building work provide low energy light fittings that
number not less than 75% of all the light fittings in the main dwelling spaces,
(excluding infrequently accessed spaces such as cupboards and wardrobes).
Low energy light fittings should have lamps with a luminous efficacy greater
that 45 lamp lumens per circuit-watt and a total output greater than 400 lamp
lumens. Light fittings where supplied power is less than 5 circuit-watts are
excluded from the overall count of the total number of light fittings.

Fixed external lighting.

Fittings will have the following characteristics:-

Either...... light fittings will have a lamp capacity not greater that 100 lamp-watts
per fitting and all lamps will be automatically controlled to switch off when the
area lit becomes unoccupied or daylight becomes sufficient.

Or...... light fittings will have a lamp efficacy greater than 45 lumens per
circuit-watt and all lamps automatically controlled to switch off when daylight is
sufficient and all light fittings manually controllable.

Smoke alarms.

Provide interlinked mains powered combined smoke and heat alarms with
battery back up in the locations shown on the proposed first floor plan on this
sheet and the proposed ground floor plan on drawing 17-620 B Regs 2.

The client should be discouraged from installing lighting that requires openings
in the ceiling boards and insulation of a vaulted roof construction. They allow
the escape of vapour laden warm air to the cold side of the structure with the
associated risk of condensation problems. If they are insistent the openings
should be kept to the minimum possible. Lighting units installed in confined
structure also present a fire risk. They should be fitted with intumescent hoods
and Celotex FR4000 (fire resistant) insulation products would be more
appropriate than GA4000 or TB4000 (general application and thermal break)
category insulation products.

Forn new openings in brickwork with 140mm deep PSC lintls over.
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Replacement roof covering is Marley Eternit Rivendale riven finish fibre cement slates installed in complete accordance with the manufacturers instructions. Slates will be
laid broken bond with a 100mm headlap and with a maximum 5mm gap between adjacent slates to accommodate the copper disc rivet shank. Use slate and a half

at verges and abutments and where required into vallies. Use half length slates at eaves and below ridge tiles to ensure complete coverage. Slates will be firmly fixed
with clout head galvanised steel nails to 25mm x 38mm tanalised slating battens at the gauge required to achieve the headlap. The slating battens wil lbe fixed with

minimum 50mm galvanised battening nails to 25mm x 50mm tanalised counter battens along the rafters. The counter battens will be fixed through a vapour
permeable slaters membrane into the rafters with minimum 50mm galvanised nails. Fix ridge tiles using a dry ridge system. Form bedded and pointed verges over a non

asbestos verge strip laid over cut brickwork gables. Use a 1 : 4 cement sand mortar incorporating a water proofer. Vallies will be formed with code 4 lead installed in
lengths not exceeding 1800mm with each length fixed at the top end only with stainless steel or copper nails. If the slates sit tight onto the valley lead then valley

pointing is not required, otherwise bed valley slates and point as described for the verges. All roofing work will be in accordance with Marley Eternits recommendations
and in accordance with BS 5534.

The present timber roof purlins are inadequate and will be replaced with lightweight steel purlins. Use 127 x 76 x 13kg universal beams with 75mm x 50mm timber runners
fixed to replacement timber block purlin supports so that the new purlins are installed upright. See detail at right.

Roof windows 980mm long x 780mm wide centre pivot will achieve a whole frame/light/glazing U value of 1.40W/m2K, or better. Windows
will be installed in complete accordance with the manufacturers instructions using the correct flashing kit for the roof covering and any

other installation accessories that may be available from the chosen window manufacturer. Use a double trimmer if the length of the
truncated rafter(s) to be supported is more than half the length of a full rafter between supports. Douible rafters each side of each roof

window. Joints between rafters and trimmers made with nail on galvanised steel hangers.

Fabricated steel frames to the design produced by Diadem Structural Consultants Ltd to allow removal of the diagonal brace at this side of the three roof trusses. The
trusses will be modified while the roof covering is off the building. Before removing the timber brace from the truss support the bottom chord on acrow props and

temporarily brace the rafter section off the bottom chord either with 100mm x 50mm timber braces or with large, (full sheet), 18mm plywood plates screw fixed to both
faces of the truss.Frames installed in accordance with the instructions in Diadem Structural Consultants calculations, use the specified bolts at the specified spacings.

Contractor and client to discuss final treatment of the steel frames, that is whether to attempt to hide them behind timber or plastered cladding to simulate additional
members of the truss, or whether to feature them as necessary industrial architecture, (paint finish).

Roof truss shown dashed here because it is concealed within the wall between the two shower rooms.

Install 100mm Knauf Earthwool Rafter Roll quilt between the rafters. It can fill the space between the 100mm x
50mm rafters because counter battening over the slaters felt installation provides the evaporation space

required for any condensation that penetrates the roof structure and insulations. Use a vapour permeable (LR,
breathable), slaters felt suitable for the site and exposure as specified in BS 5534. Beneath the rafters install

65mm Knauf PIR laminate using long drywall screws at no greater than 300mm centres. Finish with 3mm skim
coat. U value achieved is 0.18W/m2k.

Eaves walls, which are against cold spaces, will be insulated with 60mm Celotex GA4000, or
equivalent, between the frames and 25mm Celotex TB4000, or equivalent across the inside

face of the frames. The 60mm between frames insulation will be a snug fit to ensure it cannot
fall out into the eaves space. Finish with 12.5mm plaster board and 3mm skim coat. U value

achieved is better than 0.28W/m2K

In the eaves spaces above the floor joists insulate with one 100mm layer and one 170mm
;ayer of Knauf Loft Roll 34 quilt for a U value of 0.16W/m2K.

100mm Rockwool Flexi acoustic quilt in the floor void.

Rebuilt roof construction will be 100mm x 50mm C16 rafters at 400mm centres. Double rafters
each side of each roof window. Roof window trimmers to rafter joints made with nail on

galvanised steel hangers.

Precise position of the eaves walls to be decided between the client and contractor, dependent
on headroom requirements.

First floor construction will be either 89mm x 235mm CLS joists at 400mm centres, 75mm x
225mm C24 joists at 400mm centres or 254mm deep WS250 Easi Joists with 47mm x 72mm

top and bottom chord timbers and joist installed at 400mm centres. (Note - Easi Joists can
achieve the spans required at 600mm centres but there would likely be difficulty matching that
spacing to the rafters at 400mm centres, even with the 330mm thick wall construction to work

with). Plumbing in the building, particularly the 100mm diameter soil wastes, will be much
simpler with Easi Foists than with solid timber joists. Drain runs shown on the drainage plan are

based on the use of Easi Joists to get the plumbing around within the first floor void. The joists will
be installed at a level such that the bottom ceiling chord of the roof trusses is contained with the

floor void. The floor construction will be installed in two halves with joists joining/(crossing) on the
central wall and floor beam. The contractor should read and understand the excellent Tech

Guide available from Wolf Systems on the web, and if necessary, should seek advice and
guidance from then on the design of the floor structure. Floor deck will be 22mm water resistant

chip board fixed with 65mm ring shank nails at max 150mm centres and with all board joints
glued. Ceiling will be 12.5mm plaster board and skim.

Internal walls are 100mm blockwork off new strip concrete foundations described elsewhere. 100mm polythene DPC at floor
level/minimum 150mm above finished ground level. 140mm deep pre-stressed concrete lintels above door openings with 150mm end
bearings. Where the roof trusses cross the walls provide 900mm long 140mm deep pre stressed concrete lintels as pad stones. Tie the new
internal walls to the existing external/internal walls with stainless steel wall starters fixed in accordance with the manufacturers instructions.
Provide a 150 vertical polythene DPC between the wall starter and the existing wall to prevent dampness penetration. Finish the walls both
sides with 12.5mm plaster board on adhesive dabs.

20
0.

0m
m

450.0mm

All floors to be broken out and replaced with insulated concrete floor structures. Minimum 65mm 1:4 cement/sharp sand screed, (may
have to be more or a different mix or a different material altogether if under floor heating is proposed - heating system suppliers/installers
advice to be sought. 125mm C25 concrete slab with one layer A193 mesh at centre depth. 1200 gauge Visqueen, or equivalent DPM
onto 80mm Celotex GA4000, or equivalent, insulation with boards tightly butted together and sealed with self adhesive foil tape. The DPM
will unite with DPCs where present or will project up the wall to above finshed floor level between the brickwork and applied insulations.
Minimum 150mm sulphate free hardcore compacted in layers not exceeding 150mm at a time. U value achieved is 0.17W/m2K.

C-CSECTION

Install the new universal beam purlins onto replacement timber block
supports like this. it makes the purlins vertical and allows birdsmouths in the

rafters onto the supports, all of which contributes to controlling eaves spread.
It does not make the roof any higher. It requires a replacement timber purlin

support block of a different pattern, as shown. The block will be 100mm x
50mm in section and 300mm long with the top end bevelled to provide a

level support for the purlin when installed on the rafter chord of the truss. The
block will be secured to the truss with Gorilla glue and two 10mm x 125mm

coach screws and large washers. The purlins will be installed butt jointed end
to end. One purlin will take the full 100mm bearing on the block and the next

purlin along will be joined to it with an 8mm mild steel plate the full depth of
the beam web and fixed to each beam web with two 10mm G8.8 hi-tensile
bolts, washers and lock nuts, four fixings in total. The purlin supported on the

block will be secured with a 10mm x 100mm coach screw and large washer
through the block and into the roof truss.

300.0mm

50.0m
m

127 x 76 x 13kg UB

10mm G8.8 high tensile bolts,
washers and lock nuts

8mm mild steel plate
300mm long centred over
the joint between the purlins

10mm x100mm long coach
screw and washer through
clearance hole in the beam
and into 8mm pilot hole into
the timber.

The roof truss

Rafter

Rafter

Rafter

Rafter

10mm coach bolts at 600mm centres on
alternate sides of the beam web secure the
timber runner to the top flange of the purlin.

6mm mild steel joiner 300mm long with two M10
G8.8 high tensile bolts through the web of each
beam.

The supporting beam takes the full bearing on
the new timber support block.

New pattern support block from
100mm x 50mm timber secured
to the top of the truss with Gorilla

Glue and two 10mm x 100mm
coach screw bolts.

127 x 76 x 13kg UB roof purlins to replace the
existing timber purlins along with a revised
mounting method to stand the purlins vertically.

Top edge of the roof truss.
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Bedroom

Cinema room

Lounge/kitchenette

Sitting room

Study

Kitchen/diner lounge

Utility room

Dining room

Hallway

WC

100mm diameter soil pipe to receive wastes
from the ground and first floor

bathroom/shower room at this end of the
building. The soil pipe will rise through the roof

as a vent with a durable bird guard on top.
Rubber and alloy weathering slate.

Shallow access IC from the Osma Multi Base IC
range, maximum depth 600mm. Install ICs

close to the building so that pedestrian covers
are adequate.

Ideally, bath and basin wastes will make their
way to a bossed in junction at the base of the

soil pipe, alternatively provide a gully here.

Surface water gullies shown like this will
discharge through 100mm diameter uPVC

drain to a new soak away at the front of the
building. The soak away will be at least five

metres from the edge of Wrexham Road and
at least five metres from the building.

Roddable surface water gully.

Rodding eye

Roddable surface water gully.

Shallow access IC from the Osma Multi Base IC
range, maximum depth 600mm.

100mm diameter soil pipe to receive wastes
from the two first floor shower rooms, (routed
through the roof eaves), and possibly from the
kitchen through a bossed on entry at the base
of the pipe.

A foul water gully to receive kitchen wastes, if
required as an alternative to above.

Foul water gully to receive
utility room wastes.

100mm diameter soil pipe to receive wastes
from the WC. The soil pipe will rise through the
roof as a vent with a durable bird guard on top.
Rubber and alloy weathering slate. Provide a
rodding access at the base of the pipe with
matching access panels in any pipe boxing.

100mm diameter uPVC surface water drain will
discharge to a soak away at least five metres
from any building.

Clearwater Package Sewage Treatment Plant P12
discharging to a soak away network. Position shown

here is illustrative only.

SUDS (soak away).

For preference surface water drainage will discharge to a dedicated Sustainable Urban Drainage System,
(soakaway or some other infiltration system). If that is not possible, or practical, surface water can be
discharged to a watercourse if one is accessible. The usual final option, to discharge to a sewer, is not
available here, there is no mains drainage. A soak away should not be constructed within five meters of any
building or road, in ground where the water table reaches the bottom of the soak away, or where the presence
of any contamination in the run off could result in the pollution of groundwater source or resource.

The volume of the soakaway required will be calculated with reference to the total area of surfaces to be
drained, (roofs, paving etc), and the porosity of the ground in which the soak away will be constructed. The
porosity test can be omitted if it can be demonstrated that an excavation to the depth required for the
installation of the volume of soakaway required remains dry for 24 hours after excavation. If necessary the
depth of the excavation can be reduced by increasing the plan area of the soak away to maintain the overall
required volume.

Soak away volume = area to be drained x (rainfall rate/3000)

Storm rainfall rate in the UK is taken as 50mm/hr
Area to be drained is m2

So, just for the roof areas to be drained, (paved areas not considered here), 282 m2................

Soak away volume = 282 x (50/3000) = 4.70 cubic metres. The volume is measured from the bottom of the
incoming pipe to the bottom of the soakaway container, (linked attenuation crates). Void above the level of
the incoming pipe does not count.

There are two separate soak aways proposed, one at the front and one at the rear. Each one will receive run
off from approximately half the roof area, so each soak away will be half the total calculated required volume,
2.35 cubic metres.

Soak aways of the calculated required volume should be formed with interlocking attenuation cells, (storm
cells, storm crates, soak away modules). Use the combined number of cells required to achieve the closest
total volume above that produced by the calculation. The crates will be wrapped all round in geo-textile
membrane and will be installed onto a 100mm thick base of 20mm - 5mm gravel in an excavation that is
100mm bigger all round and 600mm deeper than the top of the cells. Fill the space between the wrapped
cells and the sides of the excavation with 20mm - 5mm gravel and place 100mm thickness across the top of
the cells. Make the ground up the remaining 500mm to the surface with clean excavated material and make
good to the surface.

The drainage layout shown is a suggestion only, it is appreciated there may be different/better/more
economical ways to achieve a similar result. Provided any changes in the installation are compliant with the
requirements of the building regulations and have the approval of the inspecting building control officer then
the author is content to see changes made to the scheme shown.

Ideally soil pipe and waste pipes will all be within the building, not external, but as a last resort external gullies
for the front bathroom kitchen and utility room will be permitted, provided waste pipework is black and kept to
a minimum.

UNDERGROUND DRAINAGE.

Generally new drainage will be 100mm diameter uPVC pipe by Osma, Hepworth or similar and will, as best as
site conditions allow, be laid to a 1 : 40 - 80 gradient. New connections into existing drainage of a different
type should be made with the appropriate flexible adaptors, for example Hepworth AC4000. All drainage to be
easily accessible for the purpose of clearing blockages and adequate access points in the form of rodding
eyes, access gullies/bends/branches, inspection chambers or manholes are to be provided. Access points
should be provided at or near the head of a drain run, at a change of direction or a change of gradient. The
type and size of access points should be appropriate to the invert of the drain at the point it is giving access,
see ADH1 tables 11 and 12. Drains penetrating masonry are to be bridged with reinforced concrete lintels with
at least 50mm between the underside of the lintel and the crown of the drain. Voids between the drain and
the masonry are to be packed with compressible sealant to prevent entry of gas and the opening in the
masonry each side covered with a rigid plate to prevent the entry of fill or vermine, see ADH1 Diagram 7. uPVC
pipes are to be bedded on 100mm minimum of granular material of 5 - 10mm diameter with the bedding
coming up each side of the pipe and finishing level with the crown of the pipe. The excavation should be
backfilled with selected fill the first 100mm of which, (nearest to the crown of the pipe), should not contain any
stones larger than 40mm. Drains may be run beneath a building if at least 100mm of granular or other flexible
fill is provided beneath, at each side and over the pipe. Where the crown of the pipe is within 300mm of the
underside of a slab or within 600mm of finished ground level in a domestic environment special protection
should be provided as per ADH1 Diagram 11. See ADH1 2-41 to 2-45 for complete details on the bedding,
backfilling and protection of drains. Drainage installations and alterations must be left open until inspected and
approved by the controlling authority.

The soak away network will be 100mm perforated
pipe laid in 20mm > 5mm gravel beds. The soak

away will be designed having regard to instructions
supplied by the treatment plant manufacturer and
the capability of the ground in which the pipes are

laid.

GUTTERS and SPOUTS.

Provide black 115mm high capacity/deep flow guttering discharging through 68mm diameter round down
spouts to the seven surface water gullies shown on the drainage plan. Gutters will be set to slight falls to each
outlet from the mid point between outlets. Gutter brackets will be at 900mm intervals or less, down spout
brackets will be at 1200mm intervals or less, with at least 3 brackets per spout. Spouts will discharge to standard
gullies below the gully grating, or to back inlet gullies, or to spout adaptors fitted directly to drainage
components.

PACKAGE SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

Clearwater Biotec Package Sewage Treatment Plant P12, or equivalent, to be installed in complete
accordance with the manufacturers instructions. This plant in common with others, but unlike the more well
known Klargester BioDisc plant, has no electrical or mechanical parts within the vessel. A lift pump in the vessel
is driven by an external blower that requires an electrical supply from an external control module supplied with
the unit. The plant will be sited in a position chosen by the client, but it will be at least twenty metres from the
accommodation and will be sited having regard for access by desludging tanker vehicles. The plant will
discharge to a soak away network comprising 100mm diameter perforated pipes laid out in a fashion
recommended by the plant manufacturers. Total length of soak away pipe work will be as recommended by
the plant manufacturer having regard to the expected usage and the tested porosity of the ground in which
the pipe is laid.

WASTE WATER.

WC's will discharge through 100mm diameter uPVC pipework. Horizontal runs will be set to 1 : 40 falls, as best
as site conditions will allow, and will be retrained with appropriate clips at intervals of about 900mm. Vertical
sections will be clipped at no greater than 1500mm intervals and at the base will discharge to a drainage rest
bend. Bossed entries into soil and vent pipes will be made with regard to the limitations on positioning set out
in Approved Document H Section 1 - Sanitary pipework.

Kitchen/utility room sinks and appliances and bathroom baths and shower trays will discharge via 76mm
deep seal anti vac traps to 40mm diameter solvent weld or push fit wastes. Bathroom basins and bidets
similar but to 32mm diameter wastes. The wastes will be laid and securely supported or clipped to falls of
1 : 40-60 to promote good flow and prevent ponding in the pipes. If wastes are combined then the waste
downstream of the junction will be 50mm diameter. If wastes discharge to a gully then they will do so below
the grating.
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178mm x 102mm x 19kg UB roof purlin with 100mm x 50mm runner secured to
top flange with M10 coach bolts at 600mm centres on alternate sides of the
web. Minimum 100mm end bearings and 30 minute fire protection with one

layer of 15mm Knauf Fire Panel plaster board and 3mm skim coat.

The existing wall plate is on the outer leaf and will have to remain there if the
roof geometry with the roof trusses is to continue to work. Add holding down

straps at two metre centres, they will probably have to be bespoke pieces of
bent mild steel because of the reach required.

All roof purlins from here down are 127mm x 75mm x 13kg universal
beams.100mm x 50mm runner secured to top flange with M10 coach bolts at
600mm centres on alternate sides of the web. Minimum 100mm end bearings

and 30 minute fire protection with one layer of 15mm Knauf Fire Panel plaster
board and 3mm skim coat. sections of purlin will be jointed end to end where

shown with 300mm lengths of 6mm mild steel plate secured to the web of
each beam with two M10 G8.8 high tensile bolts. Theses purlins will be

supported above the roof trusses on timber support blocks secured with gorilla
glue and two 10mm x 100mm coach screws, see detail at right.

joint joint joint joint

jointjoint
jointjoint

Existing roof truss.

Existing roof truss.

This truss is installed two bricks higher than the other two trusses. When the roof
structure is off it is to be dropped down and installed at the same level. The

ends of the bottom chord of the truss have been cut off at an angle to allow it
to fit up tight below the roof covering. This should not have any impact on

dropping the level of the truss, the bearing will remain the same and the load
with the new roof covering will probably be less, but if preferred the end of the

truss could be repaired with timber added and then plated both sides with
18mm plywood glued and screwed on.

Ridge beam is 175mm x 38mm. It may be necessary to widen the slot in the
top of the vertical king post to accept it. Rafters are all 100mm x 50mm C16 at
maximum 400mm centres. Existing rafters may be re-used if in good condition.
Birdsmouth rafters over supports. Double rafters each side of each roof window.

Timber fascia board, exposed rafter feet and 6mm plywood soffit board over
the rafters.

Gables are cut verges, no barge boards or soffit boards required.

Only in this area here provide a level ceiling structure. It will conceal the
awkward, ugly shaped roof structure above and will provide a loft space for

distribution of services. 125mm x 50mm C16 joists spanning the short direction
between similar section runners screw fixed to the masonry. Use 100mm 12

gauge screws and large plugs at 400mm centres.

203mm x 102mm x 23kg UB roof purlins with 100mm x 50mm runner secured
to top flange with M10 coach bolts at 600mm centres on alternate sides of the

web. Minimum 100mm end bearings and 30 minute fire protection with one
layer of 15mm Knauf Fire Panel plaster board and 3mm skim coat. Over sail

the purlins to pick up valley rafters longer than 2.0 metres.

Install the new universal beam purlins onto replacement timber block
supports like this. it makes the purlins vertical and allows birdsmouths in the

rafters onto the supports, all of which contributes to controlling eaves spread.
It does not make the roof any higher. It requires a replacement timber purlin

support block of a different pattern, as shown. The block will be 100mm x
50mm in section and 300mm long with the top end bevelled to provide a

level support for the purlin when installed on the rafter chord of the truss. The
block will be secured to the truss with Gorilla glue and two 10mm x 125mm

coach screws and large washers. The purlins will be installed butt jointed end
to end. One purlin will take the full 100mm bearing on the block and the next

purlin along will be joined to it with an 8mm mild steel plate the full depth of
the beam web and fixed to each beam web with two 10mm G8.8 hi-tensile
bolts, washers and lock nuts, four fixings in total. The purlin supported on the

block will be secured with a 10mm x 100mm coach screw and large washer
through the block and into the roof truss.

300.0mm

50.0m
m

127 x 76 x 13kg UB

10mm G8.8 high tensile bolts,
washers and lock nuts

8mm mild steel plate
300mm long centred over
the joint between the purlins

10mm x100mm long coach
screw and washer through
clearance hole in the beam
and into 8mm pilot hole into
the timber.

The roof truss

Rafter

Rafter

Rafter

Rafter

10mm coach bolts at 600mm centres on
alternate sides of the beam web secure the
timber runner to the top flange of the purlin.

6mm mild steel joiner 300mm long with two M10
G8.8 high tensile bolts through the web of each
beam.

The supporting beam takes the full bearing on
the new timber support block.

New pattern support block from
100mm x 50mm timber secured
to the top of the truss with Gorilla

Glue and two 10mm x 100mm
coach screw bolts.

127 x 76 x 13kg UB roof purlins to replace the
existing timber purlins along with a revised
mounting method to stand the purlins vertically.

Top edge of the roof truss.
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